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Hi Duane,
I have certainly enjoyed all of the LENS Pictures and Articles in the past few months. This last one was
very special since Chief Sam Howlett was not only pictured once with his new radio, but once more with
the Goodfellows. I have many fond memories of going up and down the stairs in that old Police Station
on Fourth Street. One of my best times--I got to push the siren letting everyone in town know it was
noon! I know there are many of us who have the memory of getting their first Drivers License from Dad.
Then later we might get stopped for speeding.
It was fun growing up in the "Little Village of Rochester" where we all knew one another. I also
remember your Dad, John. I used to help him deliver milk on Saturday mornings, sometimes during the
week when school was out.
Thanks Duane for the MEMORIES!
Barbara Howlett Bates--Class of 1954
Duane,
Again you have given me a great day! Without a doubt the memories that your bring with THE LENS are
many. Enjoyed finding pictures of folks that I remember well: Bill Roth; Peggy Blanchard; David Dillman, Chief
Howlett, Teachers: Middleton, Lawson and Talant. Thanks for doing this and for being Mr. Rochester to so many.
Ron Kevern
Scottsdale, AZ
Duane:
The Lens helps me remember the Rochester where we grew up. I took a trip to the Rochester area on the week end of June
21, and the town that I knew no longer exist, farms, buildings etc are gone, but that is progress I guess. RHS still holds fond
memories for me that I will cherish all my life. Thanks for your efforts.
Bob
Hi Sharon,
This is Mary (Stewart) Lanier RHS class of 59. I read this attachment with great interest. This was the first time I realized the
"Whipple" involvement in the publishing of LENS. In my high school days I was close to Judith Whipple's sister Lynn, and
my memories of being in the Whipple home and getting to know that family are very important to me. They
were sophisticated, creative, and intellectually curious -- always calm, and very reflective. My young ears heard often
heard them discussing interesting topics, I would see them reading in comfortable chairs in a rooms filled with books. They
had a great collection of jazz albums and one was always spinning on the turntable. Plummer smoked a pipe, so this scene
always took place in a haze of fragrant smoke. I think Dorothy was an art teacher. To me she seemed organized, selfconfident, and humorous . Lynn and I played outside in a magical 19th-century landscape that surrounded their ancient
house. Judith was attractive and very talented. I admired her and watched her very carefully. My memories of their life-style
and my observations on how they were as a family were, I have always believed, responsible for the path I eventually took in
my life and career. I am an art historian and art curator with a long working career with museums and collectors in New
York. My husband and I now live in northwestern Connecticut where we have a little farm of "rescue cows" and keep a pieda-terre in NY. We read and listen to jazz. Life is good, and I am hoping you will pass on my greetings to Judith Whipple and
to her wonderful sister Lynn (RHS '59). Thank you!
Mary Lanier

Hi Duane, I am Bob and Lois Reid's daughter. Just looked through one of your Lens Magazine sharings via your son D
Matthew on the Rochester in the 70's fb site. site. What a neat thing to share. So glad you are preserving that for everyone
and I enjoyed readying all the comments, too. One of Dad's friends, John/Jack Seaman also grew up in Rochester area...He
went to RHS, but I don't remember the year. However, I thought he lived out on 25 mile, between Mound and Shelby when
he was a kid. Do you know him? He doesn't do computers, but I will visit him and share the pics. Someday would love to
sit down with you and record things you remember about my dad. Thanks again for scanning and sharing pieces of
Rochester History.
Sincerely, Arlene Reid Ball=
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My son Dwight informed me that he had recently posted the first three issues of the LENS MAGAZINE on a FACEBOOK
page. In the return he received many responses and I thought all of you would appreciate reading them. They are for the
most part from younger folks who are reminded of their life experiences growing up in Rochester. They continue here.

D. Matthew Peltier uploaded a file.
well, this is more like "Rochester Michigan in the 1940s," but it is full of Rochester nostalgia, pictures,
stories and history and thought y'all might enjoy it.
The story: my dad, Duane Peltier, came upon several issues (10 i think) of the Lens magazine, which
were published from 1947-1949. The magazine was published by Plummer and Dorothy Whipple and
was focused on all things Rochester. it is filled with pictures and stories and you may, like me, find the
advertisements the most interesting.
Dad was inspired by all the history and decided to scan it all into .pdf files and share them with those of
his peers that he had email addresses for. and likewise, i thought y'all might also enjoy it, so i'm posting
the first issue here. if there is interest in this one, i will post more issues later. The comments that
precede the actual magazine, hopefully, will be self explanatory and are a story of their own.
Let me know if you would like to see more of these?
LENS #1 1947 JUN (28p).pdf
Preview · Download · Upload Revision
Unfollow Post · Share · August 3 at 10:00pm
Joseph Canu, Karen MacKay, Becki Major and 32 others like this.

Karmel Kesthely Sowers I vote MORE! Need to get to a real computer ASAP!
August 3 at 10:03pm via mobile · Unlike · 3

Amy Weatherell Prorok I have been getting them from your dad via email and really have enjoyed
them..my mom has also been getting them...your dad has done a great job getting them out !!
August 3 at 10:05pm · Unlike · 1

D. Matthew Peltier thanks Amy. good to know this gem of Rochester history is getting out there and
being appreciated. Dad has really enjoyed the project and especially all the feedback he has been
getting. that feedback, as you know, is included in these .pdf files and is as much fun and interest as the
magazine itself.
August 3 at 10:09pm · Like · 1

Carole Sundell Wow! Please post more!
August 3 at 10:10pm via mobile · Unlike · 1

Susan Brown Johnson I would love to get more of these ! The stories about the homes on Northwood
were very interesting. We lived at 159 Northwood, my father built the house in 1947. How can I see
more of these???? Thanks
August 3 at 10:14pm · Unlike · 1

Nancy Prior Phillips Susan Brown Johnson, did you have an older brother Jeff?
August 3 at 10:16pm · Like
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Amy Weatherell Prorok yes..all those names and places really take you back....my parents moved to
Rochester in the 50's but many of the names are known to us....
August 3 at 10:18pm · Unlike · 1

D. Matthew Peltier just stay tuned to this page Susan and i will continue to post these issues over the
next several days or weeks or whatever.
August 3 at 10:18pm · Like · 3

Susan Brown Johnson Nancy Prior Phillips~ Jeff Brown was my cousin. He had a sister Ann and they
live on Highland Street. His father, Jack, was my Dad's brother. I have an older brother, Dan, who went
to RHS and graduated in 65.
August 3 at 10:19pm · Like

Nancy Prior Phillips Jeff and my late brother David were best friends! In fact Jeff Susan's first son is
named after my brother. I had the biggest "little girl" crush on Jeff...
August 3 at 10:20pm · Like

Gail Hood Bothwell Matthew..maybe u could share this with the fb pg Rochester MI classes of 1960
too. I bet they would love them also. I get them by email from Duane. They are also available at the
Rochester library in the local history room in hard copy.
August 3 at 10:20pm via mobile · Like · 1

Susan Brown Johnson Nancy~ what a small world. I heard from my other cousin who went to school
with Jeff that he passed a few years ago. I hadn't seen Jeff in years.
August 3 at 10:23pm · Like · 1

D. Matthew Peltier ah yes, Gail, i recognize your name from the comments. i wondered if you were
mother (or sister) to Starr and Bunny? went to school with Starr. i will look into the 1960s page. am not
currently a member there.
August 3 at 10:24pm · Like · 1

Nancy Nagy this.was.awesome.more.please!
August 3 at 10:26pm via mobile · Unlike · 1

Gail Hood Bothwell Matthew.. Starr Bielas & Bunni Bothwell Bensie are my daughters.
August 3 at 10:31pm via mobile · Unlike · 1

Janice Rowland Pohl Lovell yes, please - more! The drawing of St. Philip's before construction is
something I never saw in the archives & I was Secretary there from '71-'95, thanks!
August 3 at 10:40pm · Unlike · 1

Joyce Rupe Ohngren Thanks Matthew! I vote more. Great paper.
August 3 at 10:40pm via mobile · Unlike · 1

Debbi Scott- McCracken Loved it, please post more!!!
August 3 at 11:00pm · Unlike · 1

Rose Roonan wow! does that ever go back in history...I luv it! thanks so much for sharing!I was born
and raised in there...it wasn't even a town yet!would luv to see more!
August 3 at 11:01pm · Unlike · 1
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Mary Sarconi Giambalvo thank you so much for sharing this... Rev. and Mrs Rickard were 2 of the
nicest people, it was so nice to see them in there younger days. He married my first husband and I less
than 6 months before he died in a car accident.
August 3 at 11:29pm · Unlike · 2

Jill Shelton Sattler thanks so much for putting that up....I love the old pictures of our town
August 4 at 12:14am · Unlike · 1

Anne P. Couture Thank you for your posting these historical newspapers. Really interesting, and
brings back great memories!
August 4 at 1:03am via mobile · Unlike · 1

David Kaflik Yes. More.
August 4 at 7:23am via mobile · Unlike · 1

Lynn Lucas McLean I get these from your dad by way of my cousin, Glen Stamper, who lives in
Phoenix. Treasures!
August 4 at 7:34am · Unlike · 1

Starr Bothwell Bielas Hi Dwight - Thanks for the attachment. I hope life is good :)
August 4 at 9:14am · Unlike · 2

Deb Johnson Kudo's Dwight...look forward to spending time reading all the articles
August 4 at 9:18am · Unlike · 1

D. Matthew Peltier Hello Starr. Life IS good. Thanks. Good to hear from you as well. Hope life is good
in your world too.
August 4 at 9:28am via mobile · Like · 1

Gail Hood Bothwell Matthew...I would also invite you to "like" the Rochester Historical Commission fb
page. I did not put this together but am an administrator on the page. Actually if its all right with you,
think I will just "share" your articles about the LENS magazine. As a side note the Whipples were
parents to a classmate of mine Lynn Whipple whom I just saw in 2009 at our 50th reunion, she lives in
Washington state.
August 4 at 9:39am · Unlike · 2

Pat Wagner I love this! My dad, Dick McGowan was friends with many of the people. I recognize the
last names.
August 4 at 9:45am · Unlike · 3

D. Matthew Peltier You are welcome to share, Gail. I will look at joining and posting to the other
mentioned pages later today (hopefully). I'm sure i will enjoy all the Rochester nostalgia that happens
there as well. Thanks for the suggestions there.
The common connections with the people and places and times, both in these kinds of publications
AND on these kinds of fb pages, are what makes this so great. Thanks for sharing those connections. It
makes Rochester feel like home again/still, even if some of y'all are abiding these days in afar off lands.
August 4 at 10:15am via mobile · Like · 3

Gail Hood Bothwell I tried sharing but don't think I accomplished it, it links now to this page as far as I
can tell.
August 4 at 10:18am · Unlike · 1
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D. Matthew Peltier That sounds about right. I'll join and post directly later and for future issues. That
should keep it as simple as possible and i will benefit from being connected with those pages as well.
August 4 at 10:21am via mobile · Like · 2

D. Matthew Peltier Gail Hood Bothwell, the Rochester Historical Commission page would allow
postings of pictures or videos, but for some reason, would not allow a file posting. when i post future
issues i will just go there and share the link like you did so that page will at least have access to it.
August 4 at 11:43am · Like

Gail Hood Bothwell Thank you! I'll talk to the guy who set it up, maybe he can change that. Stay
tuned.
August 4 at 11:44am · Unlike · 1

Julie Fischer Preston I never knew about this magazine! Thanks, D. Matthew Peltier! Among other
recognizable area names,I saw Jill Jill Houghten Tapani's dad (I think).
August 4 at 11:47am via mobile · Unlike · 1

Julie Fischer Preston I think you can upload these files to the "files" section of this page, D. Matthew
Peltier - then they won't disappear when your post scrolls down.
August 4 at 11:58am via mobile · Unlike · 1

Jill Houghten Tapani Loved looking at this as well. Thanks. (Julie, that's not my dad in there - that is
my Uncle Fred.) Also a pic of my Aunt Betty in there as well, and a pic of a great uncle too (Harold
Weaver). Cool. And of course Houghten & Son.
August 4 at 1:24pm · Unlike · 2

D. Matthew Peltier Julie Fischer Preston: i just uploaded as you suggested. not sure if i duplicated the
file or actually accomplished what you described. but it is posted for sure now. thanks for the
suggestion.
August 4 at 2:35pm · Like · 1

Leslie Johnson Yes, more please. The garden club is still very involved with the Van Hoosen farm.
And the bathing suits!
August 4 at 4:41pm via mobile · Unlike · 2

Kathy Sheppard Carey Thoroughly enjoyed this article. Recognized so many names, and even saw
my Uncle Shep! Clarence Sheppard.
August 4 at 6:36pm · Unlike · 1

Candace Kilbride Knopf Thank you!
August 4 at 11:22pm · Unlike · 2

Kent Lawson Great stuff, any chance of getting a copy of the photo with Dale Kennedy & Richard
Huizenga? Dad would love it for his book. PM me if we can work something out.
August 5 at 3:53pm · Unlike · 1

Rose Roonan thanks so much for sharing with us...I luv it!
August 5 at 4:03pm · Unlike · 1

Joseph Canu Fabulous
August 8 at 8:21pm via mobile · Unlike · 1
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Lisa Gerber Plancke Just took a glance - very (VERY) awesome stuff! Thank you to my "down the
street while growing up" neighbor....from Lisa (Gerber). Hope you are well.
August 9 at 5:09pm · Unlike · 1

Tammy Jackson As the family genealogist, this is a treasure trove. Thank you for sharing it.
August 11 at 8:21am · Unlike · 3

Karen MacKay wow is that neat....talk about a walk down memory lane! Thanx so much for sharing.
One thing I gotta ask....was your dad a milkman in town??
August 15 at 12:26pm · Unlike · 1

D. Matthew Peltier Johnny the Milkman was Grandpa to me, my dad's dad.
August 15 at 12:47pm via mobile · Like

Karen MacKay do you happen to have any photos of him??? I can picture him perfectly in my mind,
but that doesn't always seem to be as accurate as I would like. Not sure how or why I remember him as
well as I do...but he was always such a nice guy!!!!!!!!!!
August 15 at 12:49pm · Like

Mary Sarconi Giambalvo Look in the photos, there's a picture of him
August 15 at 1:03pm via mobile · Like

D. Matthew Peltier Yes. I have photos. And i'm not surprised you remember him. He was a much
loved icon both in the family and in the greater community. I posted a picture on this page a while back.
Meanwhile, i will repost or post something new when i get home this weekend. Thanks for your interest
Karen.
August 15 at 1:04pm via mobile · Like · 1

Karen MacKay thank you dear!!!!!
August 15 at 1:04pm · Unlike · 1

Susan Brown Johnson My aunt, Phyllis Rewold, was in one of the issues! Pretty neat.
August 15 at 9:27pm · Unlike · 2

Nancy Prior Phillips Gail Hood Bothwell, what year did you graduate from RHS?
August 17 at 2:13am · Like

Gail Hood Bothwell Nancy Prior Phillips....The great class of 1959.
August 17 at 10:36am via mobile · Like

Nancy Prior Phillips My brother was in the 1960 class, Gail Hood Bothwell. As I remember he was
class president...
August 18 at 1:18am · Unlike · 1

Lynn Lucas McLean My sister was 61 - cousin Gloria Miller was 1960.
August 18 at 8:42am · Unlike · 1

Gail Hood Bothwell In my 1959 yearbook Alan Price was VP of the class of 60-Dwight Hughes was
Pres. I remember Gloria Miller in the 60 class. I also remember Deanne Lucas in the class of 61. I see
there was also a Dave Prior in the class of 61....any relation Nancy Prior Phillips?
August 18 at 9:13am · Unlike · 2
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Mary Sarconi Giambalvo I had some cousin's that graduated in the late 50's and early 60's Kendall
Smith, Miriam Smith, Roger Smith (married Kay Flanigan). Did you know any of them?
August 18 at 10:41am · Unlike · 1

Luann Lecuru-Criger so fun to see this.
August 18 at 12:56pm · Unlike · 1

Lynn Lucas McLean Gail Hood Bothwell and Nancy Prior Phillips - I think Nancy's brother was class of
61, in my sister's class. At least she knew when he passed away, not long after their 50th reunion.
August 18 at 2:38pm · Like

Gail Hood Bothwell Mary Sarconi Giambalvo...Kendall Smith was a clsssmate of mine. Unfortunately I
believe he died in 1989. We had a Mary Ann Smith also in our class. Do not know a Miriam..Roger ..or
Kay.
August 18 at 3:04pm via mobile · Like

Mary Sarconi Giambalvo Yes, we lost Kendall in December of 1989 (broke my heart, he was very
dear to me).
August 18 at 4:02pm · Like

Nancy Prior Phillips Duh...thanks, Lynn Lucas McLean!! I blame it all on chemobrain!! It was the class
of 61.
August 20 at 10:07pm · Like

Pam Garnett Bowman Mary Sarconi Giambalvo, Kendal Smith, wife Darlene and kids, Bert and Amy
were neighbors of ours when the kids were small. I had heard that Kendal had passed (loved when he
played his guitar) and that Darlene remarried. I have not heard anything about Bert or Amy. How are
they and if they are on FB would you please send me contact info via private message. I am not even
sure if Bert is his real name or a nickname. Thanks much!
August 22 at 10:12am · Like

Mary Sarconi Giambalvo It was all very sudden, he wasn't feeling well, so checked into the hospital
for test, and passed a couple of days later. He had a tear in his heart, and the blood leaked into the
sack around his heart and caused heart failure. The had another son (Paul), after they moved from
Courtland. Bert lives in Rochester (no kids), Amy lives in New Mexico (a son and twin daughters),
Darlene lives in Sterling Heights and so does Paul and his family. I'm not sure if any of them are on FB,
but will try to find out.
August 22 at 10:29am · Like · 1

Duane J. Peltier
2135 LONDON BRIDGE DR. ROCHESTER HILLS, MI 48307
CELL 248-505-2903 941-244-3536 E-Mail djpeltier@reagan.com
Intro Note 10th Issue

Greetings All,
This is the final issue of the ten copies of the “Lens” magazine that I have. I do believe they
are copies of the only issues published and sold by Plummer and Dorothy Whipple while residents
of Rochester. Judith has sent along many comments, all of which I have shared with everyone,
describing how pleased she and her sister Lynn have been to learn of the interest so many have
had from the articles in these magazines. I must say, Dale Bradford and I are very pleased that so
many of you found them as moving as we did. It made the effort to share them with you worth
every bit of the time it took. If there are any comments following this issue, I will accumulate them
and send the collection with one more mailing.
I have spoken with Cathy Pouls (a member of the Rochester Historical Society) about
turning my entire collection of mailings, including the comments, over to the Rochester Historical
Society. There has been no formal action on that move to date, but I will deal with that in good
time. I have also thought I would make copies of every page that has been mailed out to you and
offer them to the library as a separate collection. If anyone has other suggestions that I should
consider, I would be pleased to learn of them.
Also, I have a sizable list of e-mail addresses which the ladies who keep alumni informed of
“happenings of interest” have requested. It is my intention to pass your e-mail addresses on to
them. Should you prefer that your e-mail address not be included, please inform me by October 31,
2013 and I will exclude it from my list.
One more parting shot: I am an old man today and all my life has been spent here in
Rochester. This project has enabled me the opportunity of exchanging notes with so many old
acquaintances and people of old Rochester whose names I recall but actually never knew. I thank
all of you for the comments you sent. The pleasure I have experienced has been indescribable.
Duane J. Peltier
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